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Goals

(User friendly) Environment for development of physics analysis (User friendly) Environment for development of physics analysis codecode•• ““EasyEasy--toto--understandunderstand””, , ““readablereadable””
•• PhysicsPhysics--driven semantics driven semantics 
•• 11--1 matching with physical description 1 matching with physical description 
•• all technical details are masked from userall technical details are masked from user•• CompactCompact
•• ~1 page of code per ~1 page of code per ““typicaltypical”” analysis algorithm analysis algorithm •• Interactive Interactive 
•• ((Re)DefineRe)Define cuts/algorithms oncuts/algorithms on--flight flight 
+  Visualization +  Visualization •• CompleteComplete
•• not  not  **ONLY*ONLY* developmentdevelopment•• RAD RAD 
•• no compilationno compilation
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Why PythonPython-based  ?

•• PythonPython is a language with the special emphasize for  is a language with the special emphasize for  
fast prototyping and developmentfast prototyping and development•• Scripting and interactivity combined in a natural way Scripting and interactivity combined in a natural way •• Easy integration with the third party software Easy integration with the third party software •• Availability of external packagesAvailability of external packages
•• visualization, statistical analysis visualization, statistical analysis 
••ROOTROOT, , HippoDrawHippoDraw, , PanoramixPanoramix,, PyXPyX, , GNUplotGNUplot, PAIDA, PAIDA

•• Event displayEvent display
••PanoramixPanoramix

•• Bookkeeping data base Bookkeeping data base 
•• Interface to Interface to GRIDGRID
••GANGAGANGA

•• and many othersand many others
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LHCb Analysis Applications  

DaVinciDaVinci

C++ Analysis ApplicationC++ Analysis Application

GaudiGaudi

Services, Algorithms & Services, Algorithms & 
Application ControlApplication Control

LoKiLoKi

Physics Analysis Physics Analysis ToolKitToolKit

Event ModelEvent Model

BenderBender

Python Analysis ApplicationPython Analysis Application

GaudiPythonGaudiPython

BenderBender
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GaudiPythonGaudiPython

The generic package for The generic package for GaudiGaudi & Python& Python bindingsbindings
•• Access to major Access to major GaudiGaudi Components  Components  

•• Services, algorithms and tools Services, algorithms and tools 
•• Application ConfigurationApplication Configuration

•• Algorithm scheduleAlgorithm schedule
•• Configuration of all  components Configuration of all  components 
•• ““DynamicDynamic”” reconfiguration is possible reconfiguration is possible 

The technique The technique 
••LCG dictionariesLCG dictionaries for for C++/PythonC++/Python bindingbinding
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LoKiLoKi

User friendly User friendly C++C++ Physics Analysis Physics Analysis ToolKitToolKit•• Set of high level analysis utilities Set of high level analysis utilities •• Physics oriented semanticsPhysics oriented semantics
•• Inspired by Inspired by KALKAL from the genius H. Albrecht and from the genius H. Albrecht and 
GPATTERN GPATTERN by T. Glebe by T. Glebe •• Compact Code Compact Code •• Concept of localityConcept of locality•• Technicalities are Technicalities are ““hiddenhidden”” from endfrom end--useruser•• The kernel has low coupling to event model The kernel has low coupling to event model •• Template/Inline/EfficientTemplate/Inline/Efficient
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LoKiLoKi

LOKI_ALGORITHM( LOKI_ALGORITHM( MyAlgMyAlg ) ) 
{{

select( select( ““KK--”” , , 
““KK--”” == ID && PT > 1 * == ID && PT > 1 * GeVGeV ););

select( select( ““pi+pi+”” , , 
““pi+pi+””== ID && P  > 3 * == ID && P  > 3 * GeVGeV ););

Cut Cut dmassdmass = ABSDM(= ABSDM(““D0D0””) < 30 * ) < 30 * MeVMeV ;;
for( Loop D0 = for( Loop D0 = loop(loop(““KK-- pi+pi+””,,””D0D0””) ; ) ; 

D0 ; ++D0 )D0 ; ++D0 )
{{

if ( VCHI2(D0) > 4 && if ( VCHI2(D0) > 4 && dmassdmass( D0 ) ) ( D0 ) ) 
{ D0{ D0-->save(>save(““D0D0””) ; }) ; }

}}

for ( Loop for ( Loop DstDst = loop( = loop( ““D0 pi+D0 pi+””); ); 
DstDst ; ++; ++DstDst ))

{ { 
double dm = double dm = M(DstM(Dst) ) –– M1(Dst) ;M1(Dst) ;
plot ( dm , plot ( dm , ““DM for D*+DM for D*+”” , 130 , 180 ) ;, 130 , 180 ) ;

}}

return return StatusCode::SUCCESSStatusCode::SUCCESS ;;
};};

•• Plenty of useful Plenty of useful 
““functorsfunctors””
•• P, PT, IP,VCHI2,Q,P, PT, IP,VCHI2,Q,……..•• Selection/filtering  of Selection/filtering  of 

particles particles •• MultiMulti--particle looping particle looping •• Kinematical/Topology fitsKinematical/Topology fits•• Intuitive interface to Intuitive interface to 
histograms and histograms and NN--TuplesTuples
•• BookBook--andand--fill on demandfill on demand•• Easy matching for MCEasy matching for MC--

truth informationtruth information
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Bender = LoKi + Python +Bender = LoKi + Python + …

••LCG dictionariesLCG dictionaries for for C++/PythonC++/Python binding binding 
•• A bit of  raw A bit of  raw BoostBoost alsoalso•• >95%>95% of of LoKiLoKi’’ss C++C++ functionality is available in functionality is available in PythonPython
•• NonNon--trivial due to heavy trivial due to heavy templatedtemplated nature ofnature of LoKiLoKi dd

•• set of wrappers is required  set of wrappers is required  
•• Situation improves with Situation improves with PyLCGPyLCG evolutionevolution•• The mixture of The mixture of C++C++ and and PythonPython is possible is possible 
••C++C++ algorithm with algorithm with PythonPython cuts  (cuts  (““LoKiHybridLoKiHybrid””) ) •• The bulk of actual computations in The bulk of actual computations in C++C++
•• Minimal Minimal PythonPython--related penaltyrelated penalty•• The conversion between existing The conversion between existing PythonPython BenderBender’’s and s and 
C++ LoKiC++ LoKi’’ s algorithms is simple in both directions: s algorithms is simple in both directions: 
•• Semantics is very similar  Semantics is very similar  

Only Only Boost.PythonBoost.Python for v1for v1
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Bender v*

•• Develop own Develop own PythonPython algorithm algorithm 
•• Inheritance from the base classInheritance from the base class

class class MyAlg(AlgoMyAlg(Algo))

•• Configure own algorithm (if needed)Configure own algorithm (if needed)
myAlg.OutputLevelmyAlg.OutputLevel = 5= 5

•• Configure the rest of job (if needed)Configure the rest of job (if needed)
•• Reuse of standard configuration *.opts files for Reuse of standard configuration *.opts files for GaudiGaudi

bender.configbender.config( files = ( files = 
[[‘‘DaVinciCommon.optsDaVinciCommon.opts’’,,’’DaVinciReco.optsDaVinciReco.opts’’] )] )

hsvc.OutputFilehsvc.OutputFile = = ““myhistos.hbookmyhistos.hbook””

•• execute:execute:
gaudi.run(500)gaudi.run(500)
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Configuration: CMT CMT + + GaudiPythonGaudiPython

•• Job (self)Job (self)--configuration/environment:   configuration/environment:   cmt.pycmt.py

•• Application configuration:            Application configuration:            GaudiPythonGaudiPython

import import cmtcmt

cmt.projectcmt.project( ( ‘‘BenderBender’’ , , ‘‘v4r0v4r0’’ ))

cmt.usecmt.use ( package = ( package = ‘‘Ex/Ex/BenderExampleBenderExample’’))

cmt.setupcmt.setup()()

gaudi.TopAlggaudi.TopAlg += [ += [ ““MyAlgorithmMyAlgorithm”” ] ] 

gaudi.ExtSvcgaudi.ExtSvc += [ += [ ““MyServiceMyService”” ]]

gaudi.rungaudi.run( 100 )( 100 )
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Physics analysis

•• Functions and cutsFunctions and cuts

•• Selection of particles Selection of particles 

•• Looping over combinationsLooping over combinations

•• Saving/retrieve of interesting combinations, Saving/retrieve of interesting combinations, 
•• Vertex/MassVertex/Mass--Vertex/Direction/Lifetime fitsVertex/Direction/Lifetime fits

cut = (ID ==cut = (ID ==‘‘D+D+’’) & (P > 5*) & (P > 5*GeVGeV ) & (PT > 2*) & (PT > 2*GeVGeV ))

k = k = self.selectself.select( tag = ( tag = ‘‘K+K+’’ , , 

cuts = ( cuts = ( ‘‘K+K+’’ == ID ) & ( PT > 0.5 * == ID ) & ( PT > 0.5 * GeVGeV ))

for phi in for phi in self.loop(formulaself.loop(formula==‘‘K+ KK+ K--,,pidpid==‘‘phi(1020)phi(1020)’’))::

m = M( phi ) / m = M( phi ) / GeVGeV

p = P( phi ) / p = P( phi ) / GeVGeV
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HistosHistos & N& N--TuplesTuples

••HistogramsHistograms

••NN--TuplesTuples

h1 = h1 = self.plotself.plot ( title = ( title = ““ phi mass phi mass ”” , , 

value = M( phi )      , value = M( phi )      , 

low=1000, high=1050   )low=1000, high=1050   )

tuptup = = self.nTupleself.nTuple( title=( title=““Phi Phi NTupleNTuple””))

tup.columntup.column ( name= ( name= ““IDID””, value= , value= ID(phiID(phi) )) )

tup.columntup.column ( name= ( name= ““pp”” , value= P (phi) ), value= P (phi) )

tup.columntup.column ( name= ( name= ““ptpt””, value= , value= PT(phiPT(phi) ) ) ) 

tup.writetup.write()()

((Pre)bookingPre)booking is is OPTIONALOPTIONAL
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HistoHisto visualization

•• The histogram visualization can be done throughThe histogram visualization can be done through
••ROOTROOT

•• native native ROOTROOT through through PythonPython prompt              : prompt              : PyROOTPyROOT

•• rootPlotterrootPlotter from from PIPI through through AIDAAIDA pointer : pointer : PiROOTPiROOT

••PanoramixPanoramix

•• Directly through Directly through AIDAAIDA pointer pointer 
••HippoDrawHippoDraw

•• hippoPlotterhippoPlotter fromfrom PIPI through through AIDAAIDA pointerpointer

•• Few lines Few lines ““common interfacecommon interface”” for for trivialtrivial plotting exist plotting exist 
•• The interactive analysis of The interactive analysis of GaudiGaudi NN--TuplesTuples is possible in is possible in 
BenderBender with with ROOTROOT persistency and persistency and ROOTROOT module directlymodule directly
•• Prototype for Prototype for HippoDrawHippoDraw
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Histo visualization

# get the histogram (AIDA pointer)# get the histogram (AIDA pointer)

h1 = histoSvc[h1 = histoSvc[‘‘MyAlg/1MyAlg/1’’]]

from from benderPiHippobenderPiHippo import plotterimport plotter

plotter.plotplotter.plot ( h1 )( h1 )

from from benderPiRootbenderPiRoot import plotter import plotter 

plotter.plotplotter.plot ( h1 ) ( h1 ) 

from from benderPyROOTbenderPyROOT import plotter import plotter 

plotter.plotplotter.plot ( h1 ) ( h1 ) 
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EverythingEverything can be combined

Bender/Python promptBender/Python prompt

Panoramix/LaJocondePanoramix/LaJoconde

PI/ROOTPI/ROOT

ROOTROOT

HippoDrawHippoDraw
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Event Display: Panoramix/LaJocondePanoramix/LaJoconde

The integrated analysis and visualization of statistical and The integrated analysis and visualization of statistical and 
event data is possibleevent data is possible
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Hybrid (C++/Python) solution
““HybridHybrid”” for for HLTHLT•• The The hybrid(Chybrid(C++/Python) solution has been developed on explicit request of ++/Python) solution has been developed on explicit request of 

the most clever physicists:the most clever physicists:
the analysis code in C++the analysis code in C++

the actual cuts in Pythonthe actual cuts in Python

No PythonNo Python--related CPU penalty!!!related CPU penalty!!!
*.opts:*.opts:
MyAlg.FiltersMyAlg.Filters = {= {““HybridFilter/Cut1HybridFilter/Cut1””} ;} ;

Cut1.Code = Cut1.Code = 

““ (( MINTREE( PT , MINTREE( PT , ‘‘pi+pi+’’ == ABSID  ) > 0.5 * == ABSID  ) > 0.5 * GeVGeV ) & ) & 

(( abs( LV01 )        < 0.9      ) & abs( LV01 )        < 0.9      ) & 

( abs( DMASS(( abs( DMASS(““D0D0””) ) < 20 * ) ) < 20 * MeVMeV )) ”” ;;
““(1)(1)The minimal transverse momentum for all daughter The minimal transverse momentum for all daughter ππ++ and and ππ-- must be in must be in 

excess of 500 excess of 500 MeVMeV and (2) the absolute value of cosine of the decay angle  and (2) the absolute value of cosine of the decay angle  
should not exceed 0.9 and (3) the invariant mass should be withishould not exceed 0.9 and (3) the invariant mass should be within 20 MeV/cn 20 MeV/c2 2 

from the nominal mass of Dfrom the nominal mass of D00 ””
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Result
from from bendermodulebendermodule import *import *
class class Dstar(AlgoDstar(Algo):):

def def analyseanalyse( self) :( self) :
self.selectself.select ( tag=( tag=‘‘KK--’’, cuts=(, cuts=(‘‘KK--’’ ==ID)&(PT>1*==ID)&(PT>1*GeVGeV) )) )
self.selectself.select ( tag=( tag=‘‘pi+pi+’’,cuts,cuts=(=(‘‘pi+pi+’’==ID)&(P >3*==ID)&(P >3*GeVGeV) )) )
dmassdmass = ABSDM(= ABSDM(““D0D0””) < 30 * ) < 30 * MeVMeV

for D0 in for D0 in self.loopself.loop ( formula=( formula=‘‘KK-- pi+pi+’’ , , pidpid==‘‘D0D0’’ ) :) :
If ( VCHI2(D0) < 4 ) &  If ( VCHI2(D0) < 4 ) &  dmassdmass( D0 ) : D0.save(( D0 ) : D0.save(‘‘D0D0’’))

tuptup = = self.nTupleself.nTuple ( title = ( title = ““D*+ ND*+ N--TupleTuple ”” ))

for for DstDst in in self.loopself.loop ( formula=( formula=‘‘D0 pi+D0 pi+’’ , , 
pidpid==‘‘D*(2010)+D*(2010)+’’ ) :                                  ) :                                  

dm = M(Dst)dm = M(Dst)--M1(Dst)M1(Dst)
h1 = h1 = self.plotself.plot( title = ( title = ““Delta mass for D*+Delta mass for D*+”” , , 

value = dm , low=130 , high=170 ) value = dm , low=130 , high=170 ) 
tup.columntup.column( name = ( name = ‘‘MM’’ , value = , value = M(DstM(Dst)  / )  / GeVGeV ) ) 
tup.columntup.column( name = ( name = ‘‘DMDM’’ , value = dm      / , value = dm      / GeVGeV ) ) 
tup.columntup.column( name = ( name = ‘‘pp’’ , value = P (, value = P (DstDst) / ) / GeVGeV ))
tup.columntup.column( name = ( name = ‘‘ptpt’’ , value = , value = PT(DstPT(Dst) / ) / GeVGeV ) ) 
tup.writetup.write ()()

return SUCCESSreturn SUCCESS
Comeback to Comeback to C++C++ is trivial!is trivial!
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Summary

••Bender Bender is a part of officially released is a part of officially released LHCbLHCb softwaresoftware•• Outcome from Outcome from BenderBender to to Gaudi(PythonGaudi(Python)) is expected  is expected  •• Adequate functionality to perform  physics analysisAdequate functionality to perform  physics analysis
•• Even more is expectedEven more is expected

••BenderBender is a friendly guy:is a friendly guy:
••ROOT, ROOT, HippoDrawHippoDraw, , PanoramixPanoramix
•• ((GANGA,DIRAC,GANGA,DIRAC,……)?)?•• Physicists are using it for their studiesPhysicists are using it for their studies
•• Some of them (>50%???) use it for completely different Some of them (>50%???) use it for completely different 

purposespurposes
••HLTHLT development, Track reconstruction tests, etcdevelopment, Track reconstruction tests, etc……
•• Originally not expected at allOriginally not expected at all•• Mailing list: Mailing list: lhcblhcb--bender@cern.chbender@cern.ch
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LoKi          BenderLoKi          Bender

•• LokiLoki is a god of wit and is a god of wit and 
mischief in Norse mythologymischief in Norse mythology

•• LoLoops & ops & KiKinematicsnematics

OstapOstap Suleiman Suleiman BertaBerta Maria Maria BenderBender--beibei•• The cultThe cult--hero of books  by hero of books  by I.IlI.Il’’ff &&
E.PetrovE.Petrov: : ““The 12 chairsThe 12 chairs”” ,,““The golden calfThe golden calf””•• The title: The title: ““The great schemerThe great schemer””•• Attractive & brilliant cheaterAttractive & brilliant cheater

Essential for successful and good physics analysisEssential for successful and good physics analysis


